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Dynamiq builds first superyacht
with Porsche DNA
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Monegasque yacht builder Dynamiq has joined forces with
Studio F.A. Porsche to create an exclusive series of
all-aluminium superyachts.

The world famous industrial and transport design studio, lead
by Managing Director Roland Heiler (a Member of the Board
at Porsche Design Group) has created both the exterior and
interior styling of the entire range.

The first 35-metre Dynamiq GTT 115 Hybrid is already under
construction in Viareggio, Italy, while 100- and 85-foot models
are in development and will be presented later this year.



"Taking the spirit of high-performance sportscar styling to the
high seas, the Dynamiq GTT 115 is designed to appeal to car
lovers and forward-thinking yacht owners who appreciate the
advantages of speed, style and our philosophy of intelligent
performance," says Roland Heiler.

GTT stands for Grand Turismo Transatlantic. The hull was
developed by Dutch specialists Vripack, while Van Oossanen
is responsible for the naval architecture of the GTT 100 and
GTT 85 models.

The GTT 115 is powered by twin 1213kW MAN engines paired
with the latest Fortjes 5000 pods, the versatile superyacht can
exceed a maximum speed of 21 knots and is capable of
crossing the Atlantic with a range of 3,400nm. With a shallow
draft of just 1.5m, the yacht is ideal for the Mediterranean,
Caribbean or Southeast Asia.

The GTT 115 can be customized via Dynamiq’s Configurator,
available online.



A limited edition of just seven GTT 115 yachts will be
manufactured, making the model a truly unique collector’s
edition. Prices for the GTT 115 start from €11,900,000, with a
short delivery time of 15 months from the date of order.

The first GTT 115 by Studio F.A. Porsche is available for sale
with delivery in September 2017. Her world debut will take
place at the 2017 Monaco Yacht Show.




